Abstract: The admittance characteristics of a system consisting of two centre-fed dipole antennas of arbitrary orientation are investigated. Each antenna is modelled by a very thin prolate spheroid which is centrally fed by a gap voltage. By using the equivalence principle, each spheroidal dipole is replaced by a solid spheroidal conductor of the same size without a gap, encircled by a corresponding filamentary ring carrying magnetic current of proper magnitude. The associated electric and magnetic fields are expanded in terms of appropriate vector spheroidal eigenfunctions and the boundary conditions at the surface of each spheroid are imposed by using the rotational-translational addition theorems for vector spheroidal wave functions. The solution of the resulting set of algebraic equations gives the unknown scattered field expansion coefficients. Numerical results are presented for the mutual admittance of two centre-fed thin spheroidal dipole antennas of arbitrary orientation, for various centre displacements. In addition, the E and H plane patterns are computed for the system of two dipole antennas in various configurations, with one dipole being parasitic.
Introduction
Practical dipole antennas modelled by using spheroids of large axial ratios, fed by a central gap voltage, have been under investigation over a long period of time [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Admittance characteristics of a system of two such antennas in parallel configuration have been already studied [7] by applying the translational addition theorems for vector spheroidal wave functions [8] .
In this paper we present an analytic solution to the electromagnetic coupling between two spheroidal dipole antennas in an arbitrary configuration, which enables the admittance characteristics of a system of two such antennas to be studied. The solution is obtained by using the rotational-translational addition theorems for vector spheroidal wave functions, recently derived by the authors [9] . As in the case of electromagnetic scattering by systems of parallel spheroids [ spheroids of arbitrary orientation [11] , the unknown scattered field expansion coefficient matrix can be expressed as the product of a system matrix and the column matrix of the known coefficients in the source field expansion.
The formulation of the problem and the expansion of the electric fields associated with the two antennas in terms of appropriate vector spheroidal wave functions are described in Section 2. In Section 3 the boundary conditions at the surface of each spheroidal dipole antenna are imposed, from which a set of linear algebraic equations is obtained for the unknown scattered field expansion coefficients. The calculation of the self and mutual admittances, as well as that of the electric field in the far zone, is discussed in Section 4. Numerical results are presented in Section 5 for the variation of the real and imaginary parts of the mutual admittance with the distance between two spheroidal dipole antennas of arbitrary orientation having unequal major axis lengths. The E and H plane patterns for the same two antennas in different configurations, with one antenna now parasitic, are also given.
Electromagnetic field modelling
Consider two arbitrarily oriented prolate spheroidal antennas A and B, as shown in Fig. 1 Using the equivalence principle, the pair of centrally fed spheroidal antennas A and B is modelled by two solid spheroidal conductors, without gaps, of the same size as the respective antennas, encircled at their middle by filamentary rings of magnetic currents VA and VB, respectively. The resultant electromagnetic field can be determined by the superposition of the fields produced by the filamentary magnetic currents and the fields scattered by the solid spheroids assumed to be perfect conductors. The electric field intensities due to these filamentary magnetic currents which are considered to be alone in an unbounded free space can be expressed in a matrix form as [7] { To evaluate the electromagnetic field scattered by the spheroid B, we expand the corresponding electric field intensity in the form [10] ( 3) where M!~1 and Ji are column matrices whose elements are prolate spheroidal vector wave functions of the fourth kind, expressed in terms of the primed spheroidal coordinates, and the corresponding unknown expansion coefficients, respectively. To impose the boundary conditions at the surface of antenna A, it is necessary to express the scattered field Es 8 and the source field 8 E 8 for f > eB+. which are seen from A as incoming fields, in terms of vector wave functions of the first kind in unprimed co-ordinates. This is achieved by using the appropriate rotational-translational addition theorem for vector spheroidal wave functions (9] . If the incoming fields corresponding to EsB and 8 E 8 are denoted by E, 8 A and 8 E 8 A, respectively, then we can write
The structure and elements of the matrices [I'] and M11l are given in Reference 11, and [J] is defined in Appendix 9.
In the presence of the fields 8 E BA , EsBA and 8 E A, antenna A scatters an electric field which can also be expanded in a series of prolate spheroidal vector wave functions and expressed in a matrix form similar to E, 8 as (6) 338 where M!!l and i are column matrices whose elements are prolate spheroidal vector wave functions of the fourth kind, expressed in terms of unprimed spheroidal coordinates, and the corresponding unknown expansion coefficients, respectively. Thus the total electric field seen from the antenna A is given by
Similarly, the total electric field seen from the antenna B can be expressed in terms of appropriate prolate spheroidal vector wave functions in the primed co-ordinate system as
The structure and elements of the matrices [I"] and On the surface of each perfectly conducting spheroid ~ = ( 4 and f .;B, the tangential components (rt and </>) of the total electric field intensity must be equal to zero. Thus from eqns. 7 and 8 we get
Considering the 11 and </> components on the left-hand sides of eqns. 9 and 10 separately, and using the orthogonality properties of trigonometric and spheroidal angle functions, yields [10, 12] 
[[RA[3Ei']T [R~~~{YJ[;]
[RA] and [RB] are defined in Appendix 9. Matrices [QA] , [QB] , [RBA] and [RA 8 ] were all given in Appendix 3 of Reference 11. Thus the expansion coefficients in the expressions of the scattered fields are obtained in the form
in which e and µ are the permittivity and permeability, respectively, gives the total magnetic field intensities seen from antennas A and B
HA = j(e/µ)112(Ni,V[J]T[R']B
(16)
where the relationship between corresponding Ns and Ms is given by
The electric current I A at the feed point of the antenna A is
where F is the semi-interfocal distance of the spheroid A. Similarly, for the electric current I B we can write
where F' is the semi-interfocal distance of the spheroid B.
Substituting HA.p from eqn. 16 to eqn. 19 yields finally
with R< 1 llh' ;:r) 
Far-field patterns
If the spheroidal dipole antenna B is assumed to be parasitic, we have VB = 0, and the expansion coefficients B,, are zero for all n. The total electric field at any given point in space is therefore given by
If all the field components are expanded in terms of appropriate vector spheroidal eigenfunctions, by using their asymptotic expressions as r-+ oo, r'-+ oo, the electric field intensity in the far zone can be written in terms of spherical co-ordinates attached to the two antennas in the form [11] where
x {(~~n -a:::mnl cos (m + l)t/> + j(~;:;,, + a:::m,,) sin (m + l)</>} 00 j"+l n~l l S1n(h, COS 8) the same, are those of BAB. For instance, in the case of an orientation specifed by a= 60°, f:J = 45° and y = 60°, the maximum relative difference for both GAB and BAB is 10%. 3 The E plane pattern is obtained from eqn. 28 by plotting 2 Er against 8: results are presented in this paper for </J = 0, n when the centres of the two spheroids are displaced along the x axis, and ¢ = ± n/2 when they are displaced along the y axis. The H plane pattern is obtained by plotting F(O, </J) against</> when 8 = n/2.
Computed results
Numerical results are presented for the real and imaginary parts of the mutual admittance of two spheroidal dipole antennas of arbitrary orientation and also for the E and H plane patterns of the same antennas when one of them is parasitic. All the matrices defined in Sections 3 and 4 are infinite in extent, therefore it is necessary to truncate these series and matrices according to the required accuracy. It should be noted that in the case of two thin spheroidal antennas with parallel major axes, with major axis lengths close to ) . ./2, the lowest order mode current dominates all other mode currents [7] and the contribution of the latter to the respective electric fields can be neglected. As a result, the corresponding </J component and the <P dependence in the field scattered by each antenna may be neglected. On the other hand, when the electric field scattered from one antenna is expressed as an incoming field to the other, as the second antenna is crosspolarised to the <P component of the incoming field, it is again possible to neglect its <f:> component, thus reducing the amount of computation. However, for the general case when the two antennas are in an arbitrary configuration, they are not crosspolarised to the </> component of the incident field and therefore we cannot neglect this <P component. Fig. 2 shows the variation of the real part GAB and the imaginary part BAB of the mutual admittance YAB = YBA for two spheroidal dipole antennas A and B, each of axial ratio 100, for an arbitrary orientation as a function of the centre to centre distance d. The location of the centre of B with respect to that of A is specified by the spherical co-ordinates 8 0 = 90°, <Po= 0°. As d varies from 0.5 )_ to 2.0 )., we observe an oscillatory behaviour in the variation of both the real and imaginary parts of YAB. The minima and maxima for the imaginary parts are higher in magnitude than those corresponding to the real parts. The accuracy of the numerical algorithm has also been checked by computing the real and imaginary parts of YBA. Detailed numerical experiments yield plots of GAB for axial ratios between 10 and 100 which are practically 
Fig. 2 Real and imaginary parts of the mutual admittance against centre to centre distance for two antennas of semi-major axes a,.= )./4, a 8 5)./ 16 and Euler angles et 30°, p 45°, y
The mutual admittance for the special case of two parallel spheroidal dipole antennas is calculated in Reference 7 using the approximate one mode solution corresponding to the <P harmonic e1°. The numerical values are in agreement with the mutual admittance calculated for the same two dipole antennas with very small values of the three Euler angles, on the basis of the general analytical formulation presented in this paper.
E and H plane patterns are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 for various orientations of the two spheroidal antennas A and B, with antenna A excited and B parasitic, and the distance between their centres fixed at 0.6 A.. In Fig. 3 the centres of the two antennas are displaced along the y axis and in Fig. 4 along the x axis. Different E and H plane patterns are obtained by changing the Euler angle p, with the angles a and y fixed at 90° and 0°, respectively. The axes shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are those of the unprimed system of co-ordinates attached to spheroid A. The pattern for any given orientation is drawn by normalising the magnitude of Er in eqn. 28 with respect to the maximum value of Er out of the two plane patterns when the two antennas are parallel ({J = 0°).
As {J increases from 0° to 90°, we observe the increase in the size of the back lobe compared to that of the front lobe, for both E plane patterns. When </J = 0°, the variation of the E plane patterns in Fig. 4 is somewhat regular with changing p, for () ~ 40°, but the curves start intersecting each other again around 8 = 140°. All the E plane patterns shown in Fig. 4 are symmetrical about the x axis, but the same patterns in Fig. 3 , in which the axes of the elements A and B are in the same plane, do not present such symmetry. However, the H plane patterns in Fig. 3 are symmetrical about the y axis and those in Fig.  4 are symmetrical about the x axis. For the H plane patterns we again observe an increase in the size of the back lobe compared to that of the front lobe for increasing /3. When f3 0°, the E and H plane patterns in Fig. 3 are identical to the corresponding ones in Fig. 4 , as expected. The front to back ratio for the patterns increases with decreasing p, the maximum is obtained for P 0° when the two dipole antennas are parallel to each other. As expected, the worst coupling is when they are perpendicular to each other. It should be noted that the minimum d for which the rotational-translational addition theorems are valid is equal to the greater of the two semi-major axes, i.e. 5 A./16. We have found that when d < 0.5 A., and especia11y when a part of one of the spheroids is much closer to the other spheroid than its centre, to obtain results with a two digit accuracy it is necessary to consider more <f> harmonics and, subsequently, more terms in truncating the corresponding series and matrices.
The formulation and software presented in this paper is general. However, it is interesting to note that for a particular system of only two spheroidal objects, the relative position of one with respect to the other can always be obtained by choosing the x and y axes appropriately, and then by performing only one rotation through the Euler angle p, i.e. with ct 0°, y = 0°, followed by the corresponding translation. To demonstrate the generality of the theory presented and the validity of the software being used, the results presented in this paper have been obtained by choosing a. and y to be different from zero. However, the reduction in the total amount of computation time required when using a.= 0°, y = 0° is only about 5% with respect to the case when a. and y are different from zero.
Conclusion
On the basis of the recently derived rotationaltranslational addition theorems for vector spheroidal wave functions, an analytical solution to the problem of electromagnetic coupling between two spheroidal dipole antennas in arbitrary configuration has been obtained for the first time. Explicit expressions for the self and mutual admittances of a system of two such antennas are derived, and plots for real and imaginary parts of the mutual admittances have been presented to show their dependence on the distance between the two antennas. In addition, the E and H plane patterns for two dipole antennas of different orientations and configurations, with a fixed separation and one parasitic antenna, have been computed. Results obtained by applying the analytical method presented in this paper, with a controllable accuracy, can be used for validating various approximate numerical methods for the more general, threedimensional systems considered. The practical relevance of the work presented in this paper is that the reduction in the coupling between the two spheroidal antennas for various orientations has been evaluated quantitatively. 
